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Lao dong. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Vietnamese Folk Paintings, Artbook, This
book is a general introduction to the traditional folk art of woodblock print making, known as
Vietnamese Folk Painting. It is a craft art that developed at the beginning of the 17th Century
around the Red River Delta east of Hanoi, centred on Dong Ho village - in fact the prints are often
referred to as Dong Ho Paintings. Dong Ho craftsmen use a special paper named deip paper, made
from the bank of the do tree, which is soaked in water for months, then mixed with ground seashell
and glutinous rice to make a paper that possesses an exotic sparkle and is able to hold colour for a
very long time. All dyes are natural: red from gravel, yellow from aniseed, blue from verdigris,
green from cajuput leaves and black from burnt bamboo leaves. The woodblocks themselves are
carved separately: one for each colour used in the final picture, and they are often kept by an
artisan family for many generations. Dong Ho paintings are traditionally displayed during Tet lunar
New Year; they are often humorous and optimistic, with many vivid colours. The most popular
themes...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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